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Abstract
Here we formulate two field redefinition for N=4 Super Yang-Mills in light cone superspace that
generates only MHV vertices in the new lagrangian. By maintaining equal time commutation
relationship in the new variables, we find that the second redefinition gives the specific off-shell
continuation in hep-th/0403047. The redefinition is by nature canonical and carries the redefinition
for the entire multiplet. We calculate the on shell amplitude for 4pt (Λ¯A¯ΛA) MHV in the new
lagrangian and show that it reproduces the previously known form.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Since the work of Cachazo, Svercek andWitten [1], significant interest has been inspired in
new ways of formulating perturbative calculations for Yang-Mills amplitude. In [1], Yang-
Mills amplitude were calculated by using MHV (Maximal Helicity Violating) vertex and
scalar propagator to construct the scattering diagram. For each MHV vertex one start
with the on-shell form of MHV amplitudes, using certain off-shell continuation for legs
that connect to the scalar propagators. The power of such construction was displayed in
calculation for NMHV tree amplitudes for Yang-Mills in [1] [2] and N=4 SYM in [3]. For
loop amplitudes using the cut constructible nature of N=4 SYM one was able to continue
the CSW program for one loop amplitude [4].
Various efforts has been made on providing a proof for the CSW program. Risager [5]
showed that the CSW program is just a result of certain recursion relationship similar to that
developed by Britto, Cachazo and Feng [6], which uses the fact that one can use unitarity to
relate one loop amplitudes to tree amplitudes, while infrared consistency conditions relate
different tree amplitudes to satisfy a recursion relationship. However, in the proof for the
BCFW recursion relationship [7] one actually uses the CSW program to prove the behavior
of tree amplitudes in certain limits. Therefore a more gratifying approach will be to generate
a lagrangian that is equivalent to the original Yang-Mills lagrangian yet contains only MHV
vertices and scalar propagator.
Effort along this line of thought began by Gorsky and Rosly [8] where they propose
a non-local field redefinition to transform the self-dual part of the YM action into a free
action, while the remaining vertex will transform into an infinite series of MHV vertex. In
this sense the MHV lagrangian can be viewed as a perturbation around the self-dual sector
of ordinary Yang-Mills. This seems natural since self-dual Yang-Mills is essentially a free
theory classically. Yang-Mills lagrangian in light-cone (or space-cone[9]) gauge is a natural
framework for such a field redefinition since the positive and negative helicity component of
the gauge field is connected by a scalar propagator. Work on the light-cone action began by
Mansfield[10] emphasizing on the canonical nature of the field redefinition, the formulation
was also extended to massless fermions. The explicit redefinition for Yang-Mills was worked
out by Ettle and Morris [11]. The canonical condition in [10][11] ensures that using the field
redefinition complications will not arise when taking into account of currents in computing
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scattering amplitude. This will not be true for more general field redefinitions as we show
in this letter.
The progress above was mostly done in the frame work of ordinary Yang-Mills. However,
the CSW program has also achieved various success in N=4 SYM as priorly mentioned. It
is also interesting in [11] the redefinition for positive and negative helicity have very similar
form which begs for a formulation putting them on equal footing. This formulation is present
in N=4 light-cone superspace [12] where both the positive and negative helicity gauge field
sits on opposite end of the multiplet contained in a single chiral superfield. Thus a field
redefinition for one superfield contains the redefinition for the entire multiplet, which would
be very difficult if one try the CSW program for the component fields separately.
In this letter we formulate such a field redefinition for the N=4 SYM light-cone lagrangian.
We proceed in two ways, first we try to formulate a general redefinition by simply requiring
the self-dual part of the SYM lagrangian becomes free in the new lagrangian. Subtleties
arise when using it to compute scattering amplitudes that requires one to take into account
the contribution of currents under field redefinition. Latter, we will impose the redefinition
to be on equal time front in the light-cone time and therefore canonical. In both cases We
find that only the redefinition of chiral field is needed and that the redefinition once stripped
away the superpartners gives that derived in [11]. However, it is the second redefinition that
corresponds to CSW program. We calculate the on-shell amplitude in the new lagrangian
for 4 pt MHV amplitude and show that it matches the simple form derived in [13].
2. N=4 LIGHT-CONE SUPERSPACE
In light-cone superfield formulism[12], one takes advantage of the fact that the physical
fields of the N=4 SYM multiplet form a close subalgebra of the original supersymmetry
algebra, namely the SU(4). The physical degrees of freedom are obtained by going to the
light cone gauge. One can start with 10 dimensional N=1 SYM and choose the light-cone
gauge.
A+ = 0 (1)




(γ+γ− + γ−γ+)λ ≡ λ+ + λ− (2)
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With γ+ = γ0 + γi. If one chooses x
+ to be the time coordinate, then A− and λ− contains
no time derivative in the lagrangian and therefore can be eliminated by it’s equation of
motion. One dimensional reduces to 4 to obtain N=4 SYM. The SO(8) subalgebra for
the 10 dimension theory breaks down to SU(4)× U(1) where one introduces 4 grassmann
parameter and it’s conjugate to represent the SU(4) algebra. Following L.Brink et al. we
construct super covariant derivative (from now on we simply call it covariant derivative):













We can then define a chiral superfield under these derivatives.
d¯mΦ = 0 (4)
For N=4 SYM it’s multiplet is TCP self-conjugate, therefore there is a further constraint

























Where y = (x+, x− + 1
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Φ¯aΦb∂¯Φc + complex conjugate]....} (7)
Note by using eq.(5) we can transform the lagrangian into containing only the chiral super-
field at the expense of introducing new covariant derivatives. Therefore when we preform
field redefinitions we only need to redefine the chiral superfield. In the next section we use
the self-dual part of the action and redefine the fields such that the action becomes free.
3. THE FIELD REDEFINITION
After transforming eq.(7) to the chiral lagrangian (containing only chiral superfields), one
arrives at a quadratic term, a three pt vertex with 4 covariant derivatives, a three pt and
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four pt vertex with 8 covariant derivatives. The aim is to redefine the chiral field so that the
self-dual part of the action transforms into a free action. The reason is that self-dual YM
is free classically, thus at tree level one should be able to consider the effect of the self-dual
sector to be simply a free action in the full YM. As shown by Chalmers and Seigel [14], the
self-dual part of the above action is just the truncation to the free part and the three point
vertex which contains only 4 covariant derivatives. Using this one then tries to find Φ(χ)





















The fact that the remaining vertex becomes MHV vertex follows if the field redefinition
contains no covariant derivatives, then the infinite series generated by the field redefinition
from the remaining 3 and 4 pt vertex will all have 8 covariant derivatives. This result is































The amplitude contains various combination of 8 θs and thus imply 8 covariant derivatives
to extract the amplitude.
In the Yang-Mills MHV lagrangian [10][11], the positive helicity gauge field A transforms
into a function of only the new positive helicity field B, while the negative helicity A¯ trans-
form linearly with respect to B¯, A¯(B¯, B). That result was due to canonical requirement





implying ∂+A¯ = ∂+B¯ δB
δA
, therefore A¯ transform into one B¯ and multiple B fields. This result
for the gauge fields becomes natural in the N=4 framework since now the chiral field Φ is
redefined in terms of series of new chiral field χ. The positive gauge field A which can be
defined in the superfield as A
∂+
= Φ| = Φ(χ|) resulting in a function that depends only on B.
For the negative helicity ∂+A¯ = D4Φ| = .....χ(D4χ)χ|..., dropping contributions from the
super partners we see that A¯(B¯, B) depends on B¯ linearly.
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Another advantage of working with superfields is that as long as the field redefinition
does not contain covariant derivatives, the super determinant arising from the field redefini-
tion will always be unity due to cancellation between bosonic and fermionic contributions.
Therefore there will be no jacobian factor arising.
Now we proceed to solve eq.(8) with Φ as an infinite series of χ field. We proceed in two
ways. First we regard eq.(8) as the only constraint on our field redefinition, while later we
will require the redefinition to be defined on the equal time hyper surface. In both cases
it gives the correct on-shell MHV amplitude, while only the second case gives the CSW
off-shell formulism.
3.1 Φ(χ)
We proceed by expanding Φ in terms of χ. In momentum space









Here we follow the simplify notation in [11], the light-cone momentums are labelled
p+, p−, p˜, p¯, the later spatial momentums are collected as a three vector p. Plugging into
eq.(8) the coefficient in front of the first term is determined by equating terms quadratic in
χ on the left hand side with the right. Similarly for cubic terms we have :















Where P 2i..j = (pi + ....pj)
2 and {i, j} = p+i p¯j − p+j p¯i.
























3 p¯4,5 − p+4,5p¯3)}χ(2)χ(3)χ(4)χ(5) = 0
Where we introduce abbreviation for the momentum carried by the fields, χ(i) = χ(pi).
Using our solution for C(p2, p3) from eq.(13), cyclic identity within trace and relabelling the
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momentums for the last three terms we have:








One can again use this result to obtain higher terms iteratively. The field redefinition does
not contain covariant derivatives, thus guarantees the remaining vertex after field redefinition
will be only of MHV vertex. However if we directly use the new vertices to calculate on-shell
amplitude we find that it will differ from the original amplitude computed using the old
action. In the next subsection we use YM to illustrate the discrepancy and it’s remedy.
3.2 Field redefinition for YM




d4x A¯∂+∂−A− A¯∂¯∂˜A+ A¯[ ∂¯A
∂+
, ∂+A] + A¯[∂¯A, A] (16)
= tr
∫
d4x B¯∂+∂−B − B¯∂¯∂˜B
We can choose to leave A¯ alone, A¯ = B¯,and only redefine A field, A(B). Following steps
similar to the above, for the next to linear term one have:
A(p1) = B(p1) +
∫
p2p3










If we use this redefinition to compute on-shell MHV amplitudes the momentums become





By this field redefinition alone will not reproduce the on-shell MHV amplitudes of YM. To
see this note that eq.(19) is exactly the A field redefinition derived in eq.(3.6) [11]. However,
in [11] there is also a field redefinition for A¯ while in our approach we leave it alone, thus
it is obvious that our redefinition will not give the correct on-shell MHV amplitude. The
difference between our approach and[11] is the lacking of canonical constraint of the field
redefinition. One might guess the discrepancy comes from the jacobian factor in the measure
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generated by our redefinition. However, one can always use ghost fields to throw it in the
lagrangian and hence will only contribute at loop level. It is peculiar that field redefinition
in the lagrangian formulism should be submitted to constraints in the canonical formulism.
Direct comparison for the four pt MHV (- -++) we see that we reproduce the last two terms
in eq.(3.13) [11] while the first two terms are missing, the two terms coming from the result
of redefining the the A¯ field.
The resolution to the missing terms comes from new contribution arising from the cur-
rents. In a beautiful discussion of field redefinitions in lagrangian formulism [15], it was
pointed out that since scattering amplitudes are really computed in the lagrangian for-
mulism with currents, one should also take into account the effect of the field redefinition
for the currents. In the LSZ reduction formula for amplitude, one connects the source to the
Feynman diagrams being computed through propagators and then amputate the propagator
by multiplying p2 and taking it on-shell. For YM the currents are JA¯ and J¯A where J carries
the A external field and J¯ carries the A¯ field, as can be seen by connecting them to 〈AA¯〉
propagator. In [11] the currents will receive J¯AA and higher order field corrections because
of the field redefinition. However these contribution vanish after multiplying p2 and taking
it on-shell in the LSZ procedure.
In our approach these higher terms will not vanish because of the 1
p2
always sitting in
front of each field redefinition coefficient as is obvious in eq.(13)(15)(18). Remember the




)of the path integral and
multiplying each J (or J¯) by p2 and external wave function, taking everything on-shell in
the end. The non-vanishing of the additional terms means we have new contributions to the
amplitude.
To see these contributions we look back at the 4pt MHV(- -++) or (J¯ J¯JJ) amplitude.
Now there are four new terms present, two for two different ways of connecting the J¯AA term
to the original three pt.vertex, and there is two three point vertex available. A typical graph
would be that shown in fig.1, the solid circle indicate the original vertex while the empty circle








. From the LSZ procedure there are p2 multiplying each current. These cancel the
remaining propagators except the J¯ for the empty circle, the p2 of that current cancels the
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FIG. 1: A typical graph for contribution of J¯AA: All the currents indicate incoming external fields,
one can see that J¯ for A¯ field and J for A field. The empty circle is the J¯AA vertex, while the
solid circle is the original MHV 3pt vertex
1
p2
in front of the field redefinition in eq.(18). Putting everything together we have for fig.1.
p˜2
p+2







δ(p3 + p4 − pk) (20)












One can proceed the same way to generate other terms by connecting the A¯(2) leg to the J¯AA




Collecting everything we reproduce the missing terms. Thus our field redefinition does
provide the same on-shell amplitude if we take into the account of contributions coming
from the currents.
4 EQUAL TIME REDEFINITION
However, the field redefinition in sec.3 in it’s off-shell form does not correspond to the
CSW program. To see this from the analysis in[10][11], the off-shell continuation of the
CSW program stems from the fact that the new lagrangian depends only on three of the
four momenta (p+,p¯ and p˜). Thus when the vertex is off-shell we are free to fix p− on-shell,
which correspond to constructing on-shell momentum out of off-shell spatial part. The new
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on-shell momentum could be written as
Pon−shell = p− µ p · p
2p · µ (22)
Where µ is an arbitrary null vector. As shown in [10][11] the reference momenta for the
CSW program correspond to choosing the null vector to be that which defines the light-cone
time.
It is obvious that our field redefinition contains explicit time dependence and thus does
not give the simple off-shell continuation implied in the CSW program. Even though all
our vertices are MHV, there are also contributions from currents which are not MHV. Fur-
thermore to maintain the equal time commutation relationship in operator formulism, we
would like to redefine the fields on a equal time hyper-surface. In eq.(13)(15) involves in-
verse derivatives of time, therefore would break the commutation relationship in the new
field coordinates.













This is simply because for equal time field redefinition there cannot be inverse derivative
of time in the coefficients in front of the new fields, thus on the left hand side of eq.(23) the
light-cone time derivative will always act on a new field in each term of the field redefinition.
Since time derivative on the new field can only be generated this way it must give the right














We can again find a field redefinition to solve eq.(23) and eq.(24). However since the solution
for the pure YM sector is solved, we can simply super-symmetrize the result. From our
discussion in section 3 we see that the A field redefinition will not mixed with other super
partners in the supersymmetric theory. Thus we can basically read off the redefinition
coefficient from the A field redefinition derived in [11].





































Comparing eq.(26) and eq.(25) implies the field redefinition for the superfields are

















We can see the redefinition for the A¯ matches with that in [11] after stripping away the
super-partner contributions:





















It remains to see that the solution in eq.(27) satisfy the constraint eq.(24) and eq.(23).
However the fact that the pure YM sector resulting from the super field redefinition satisfies
the constraint and that the supersymmetry transformation of it’s multiplet is maintained
indicates that our solution is correct. The fact that supersymmetric transformation is un-
changed is due to the new chiral field χ has the same field expansion as in the original chiral
field. Focusing on the self-dual action since the new and old action are both supersymmetric
and the pure YM sector in the old action becomes free in the new action, supersymmetry
will require the remaining sector in the old action to transform into a free action since under
SUSY the free action transform into itself. In the appendix we use this solution to prove
eq.(24) and eq.(23) is satisfied.
In the next section we use our new field redefinition to reproduce supersymmetric MHV
amplitude Λ¯A¯ΛA.
4.1 Explicit Calculation for MHV amplitude Λ¯A¯ΛA
Here we calculate the MHV amplitude in our new lagrangian and compare to know results.




To transform this into momentum space we follow [11] conventions. For a massless on-shell





































Contributions to this specific amplitude will come from field redefinition of three point vertex


























A′(2)Λ¯′(3)δ(p1 − p2 − p3)
Plugging into eq.(33) we have five terms. Cyclic rotate the fields to the desired order and























p+1 (p2 + p3)




Combining the five terms and using −p1 = p2 + p3 + p4 and using the on shell external





reproduces the MHV amplitude in eq.(32).
5. DISCUSSION
We’ve shown that by redefining the chiral superfield such that the self-dual part of N=4
SYM becomes free, one generates a new lagrangian with infinite interaction terms which are
all MHV vertex. When restricting to equal time field redefinitions the the solution gives
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the suitable off-shell lagrangian that corresponds to the CSW off-shell continuation. The
redefinition is preformed by requiring the self-dual part of the action becomes free since
the self-dual sector is essentially free classically. In the quantum theory, this is no longer
true for YM, the one loop all plus amplitude is non-vanishing. It was argued in [11] that
the discrepancy stems from some regularization scheme which must be implemented in loop
calculations. We believe that there is really still a jacobian factor in the measure due to
the field redefinition which diverges in pure YM. We show this explicitly in the appendix.
The regularization scheme will then be needed to render it finite and hence gives new pieces
to the lagrangian which appear only at loop level. For N=4 as argued previously since our
field redefinition does not contain covariant derivatives, there will be no jacobian factor in
the measure due to cancellation between the bosonic and fermionic fields. This reflects the
fact that self-dual N=4 SYM is free even in the quantum theory.
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7. APPENDIX
7.A The validity of eq.(27)
Here we show that the field redefinition in eq.(27) satisfy eq.(24) and eq.(23). At leading
order this will require the three fields term generated on the left hand side eq.(24) and
eq.(23) vanishes.












We show that this term is basically a total derivative hence becomes a boundary term. Using
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{∂−[Φ(p1)]Φ(p2)Φ(p3) + Φ(p2)Φ(p3)∂−[Φ(p1)] (37)
+Φ(p3)∂
−[Φ(p1)]Φ(p2)}δ(Σipi)






















Using the momentum delta function we see that the fraction in front of the last two terms
becomes the same as the first. Hence the entire term becomes simply a total time derivative,
and hence vanishes.














3 − p¯3p+2 )
3
χ(−p1)χ(−p2)χ(−p3)
































Using momentum conservation p1 = −p2 − p3 we arrive at the second term of eq.(39) with
a minus sign.
7.B The Jacobian factor for YM
To show that the Jacobian for YM is not unity we use explicitly the solution to the field





















B(−p2)δ(p3 + p4)δ(p1 + p2 + p3) +O(B2) (43)
Integrating out the momentum delta functions
δA(p1)
δB(p4)




B(p1 − p4) +O(B2) (44)
δA¯(p1)
δB¯(p4)
= δ(p1 − p4) + i 2p
+2
(14)p+1
B(p1 − p4) +O(B2) (45)













We see that on the delta function support this is really a divergent term, and it does not
cancel as one can see by approximating p4 = p1+ε and δ(p1−p4) = 1ε . Thus a regularization
scheme would be required to extract a finite piece which we believe will contribute at loop
level with only plus helicity fields.
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